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OBJECTIVES:

DESCRIPTION

"The environment and the economy are really the two sides of the same coin, If we cannot
sustain the environment, we cannot sustain ourselves,,,

Wangari Maathai
Co-curricular activities facilitate in the developrnent of various domains of mind and personality such as
intellectual development, emotional development, social development, moral development and aesthetic
development. Creativity, Enthusiasm, and Energetic, Positive thinking are some of the facets of
personality development and the outcomes of co- curricular activities. i
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VIiI'students. The workshop was initiated by a poem'If it is m!rre'vvhich stressed upon the need of
conservation of natural resc,urces in today's worid, A speech on Environment highlighted the
importance of environment lor mankind and our cjependence on natural resources for sustainable
development' We should monitor our actions and ensure that we restrict our hazardous activities so that
environment can be safeguarded,

The workshop gradually gained momentum and a mime on protection of environment was
presented by students with apt body language and actions. Students, using the vocabulary of actions,
gave the message loud and clear that we all share a common duty to be sensitrve towards environment
and preserve it forfuture use. A video'Man'by steve cutrs showcased the relationship olman with
the natural world.

For active involvement of the students, a game was condu,:ted rryherein students displayed active and
enthusiastic participation. At last a video depicting schcol's endeavours in making the masses
aware about the Environment Conservation in the form o1'rallies, Nukkad Natak, Tree plantation drive,
Swachh Bharat Campaign was incorporated. This was followed by votr: of thanks by the students.

In the nutshell, the workshop on Sensitivity Towards Environment sensitized students that being the
responsible human beings, we all need to take some initiatives to protect the environment;

overall the workshop was conducted very well. Sagacious planning and perfect coordina::-
students helped in smooth conduction 

nof 
the workshop. 
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Value Education Workshop
Sensitivity Towa rds Environ ment
Students of class VIII C

RDPS, Pitampura
Guest Lecture Hall
23'd August 2Ot7 (40 minutes)
Students and Class teachers (Class VIII A-E)
Student's workshop
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